ACROSTICS about PALANGA
Class IC

Seaside
Singing along with wind,
Enjoying the peace of mind,
Attached to beauty of wild.
Sun kissing the earth,
I’m just a dust in this breathtaking scenery
Drowning in cloudy sky
Everything just looks like as a symphony

Fire
Flies and butterflies flying around
Innocent happiness spreading aloud
Roses blooming
Eager to stay in this moment forever
Skaistė Andriekutė

Skaistė Andriekutė

Beach
Bright sunshine
Eating an ice-cream
Always fun
Cute people
Hot air and warm water

Seaside
Shining sand
Exclusive photos
Attractive view
Seagulls and gulls
Inspiring and enchanting waves
Dolphins swimming and singing
Encouraging
Ignas Baranauskas

Tourists
Tolerant to others
Optimistic
Understanding
Rare and valuable
Impressive behavior
Sociable
True
Sportive and healthy
Ignas Baranauskas

Park
Museum
Many people
Useful information
Scary facts
Exciting exhibitions
Unique sights
Materials
Ignas Baranauskas

Pretty flowers
Amazing cleanliness
Reputable visitors
Know stunning places
Amber
Awesome manufactures
Mystical crystals
Brilliant
Enthusiastic
Radiant smiles
Ignas Baranauskas

Palanga
Peaceful Samogitian city and beautiful sea
shore,
Always makes you happy the center of resort.
Look at the buildings and souvenir shops,
Amber here is more expansive than gold.
Nice yellow stone from the sea,
Giant one is in Amber museum.
And if you want to know more, visit the best of
resorts.
Jonas Bimba

Amber
All clear and yellow
Maybe it has been forgotten
But in Lithuanian heart
Everything about it
Really remembered and important
Sand
So soft and cosy
At the beach right now
No more slippers
Doing this right now
Ugnė Blažytė

Seaside
Waves
Where the sea is blue
And little white waves
Visit it right now
Even with a little man
Show him what’s that
Ugnė Blažytė

Stormy weather in the fall
Excited people at the beach
Adorable view of the sea
Smiling sun in the summer
Icy weather in the winter near the sea
Dangerous waves with strong wind
Enormous sea creatures swimming in the depths of
the sea
Domas Burba

Amber
Park
Peaceful place for elderly people
Amazing view to the fountains and flower
gardens
Respectful people in the park
Kind guests walking just stunned

Sun
Shinning sun in the summer
Unexpected heat comes from sun
Natural creation of nature warms us
Domas Burba

As I lay on the beach
My mind was full of peace
Best memories without Cease.
Even though the day was rough
Right now I feel enough.

Beach
Burning hot sun
Every day is only one
Afternoons are so much fun
Cafes and memories have just begun
Hanging out until we’re done
Ainė Dmitrijevaitė

Summer
See you walking across the street
Unforgettable memories
Million places to meet
Million places to eat
Even though I think you’re sweet
Really you’re obsolete
Ainė Dmitrijevaitė

Seaside
Seashells are laying on the sand
Everything is excellent
And seagulls are screaming in the air
Sand is glowing like gold
In bright sunlight
Days are lovely
Evening sun is magical
Ugnė Galdikaitė

Waves
When the storm begins
And dark clouds appear in the sky
Very angry sea
Even in the daytime
Starts to wave strongly

Park
Pink sky, clouds white
Ask what the sky is today, I will answer quietly
Red,pink, white no matter, the heart of mine belongs to
you
King of this night, sunset only one

Amber

Amber

All magical stones are laying on the sand
Many people are collecting them
Because they are like gold
Every stone is shining in the sunlight
Really nice view

Actually feeling awesome
Me and you, night and full moon
Be a child of the sea, that I may visit
Evenings I would spend in the dunes with my mind
Really I would become dependent on
you

Ugnė Galdikaitė

Vytautė Girdžiūtė

Palanga

Anapilis

Play with a ball all day long
And laugh like a soft child
Live your best life here
All people wait for the summer
Now people from all around Lithuania come
here, to spend a summer like you do
Get away from school and chores
A best summer in Palanga waits for you

Apples fallen from the tree
New moon
People walking in the streets
I‘m thinking about warm tea
Leaves on the ground
I‘m lying on the cloud, watching stars
Spring

Robertas Gramauskas

Jonas Grikšas

Railway
Rain on my face
Abandoned pool
Imagination
Large bowl of soup
Wawes crashing at shore
Ants crawling on my back
Yellow sun in the sky

Sand
Sunny days
Arcade games
Notebook in my hand
Dark nights
Jonas Grikšas

Jonas Grikšas

Beach

Park

Began sunny days
Everyone is going to sunbathe
And play volleyball with friends
Clock is ticking, watch the time because it’s
Hot outside…

People walk there every day
A peaceful atmosphere is in the air
Really beautiful nature is around
Kids are feeding ducks

Vykintas Gulbinauskas

Vykintas Gulbinauskas

Palanga
Palanga is a town near the sea
Anytime you can arrive here
Love is in the air
All people are waiting for Christmas
New Year is coming
Giving presents to each other
Always causes joy
Vykintas Gulbinauskas

Dunes
Dreamy scenery
Unseen wonder
Nourished soul
Every view is a piece of art
Sinking in this art
Skaistė Andriekutė

Palanga
Poems wrote here Maironis
And lived Tishkevich
Long beautiful beach
And white waves
Newly rebuilt Kurhauz
Golden pine forest
Amber comes from the sea
Laurynas Palubinskis

Waves
Water shinning with diamonds
Amazed instantly by catching a glimpse
Various impressions coming
Each one better than other
Sea, the desert of water
Skaistė Andriekutė

